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IDL: Past Experience and New Ideas

Joseph M. Newcomer

ABSTRACT This paper Is based on the author's experience in constructing an Implementation of
the Interface Description Language (IDL). The result of this experience was some insights into
language design, human Interfaces, and system structuring, as well as methodologies for the
composition of complex tools. Certain complexities of the IDL implementation are discussed in
this paper, showing that quite efficient Implementations are possible. Finally, a set of interesting
directions for IDL and IDL derived systems are suggested, including programming environment
and database related work.

I Introduction

IDL, the Interface Description Language, was developed at Carnegie-Mellon University as a
second generation to the compiler research support system LG [10]. IDL has been used in the
specification of Diana, the intermediate language for Ada lm compilers [6] [7], and was used as the
core technology for the compiler automation tool set developed at Tartan Laboratories.

It is outside the scope of this paper to attempt to provide an in-depth discussion of IDL, either as
a language or from a tutorial viewpoint. For these, the reader is referred to the IDL formal
description [13] [14], the Diana description [6] (7] and the body of work from the University of
North Carolina [18] [19]. This paper presents a brief Introduction to the IDL notation, which
should be sufficient for the topics discussed in this paper.

This paper consists of observations about and reflections on a particular Implementation of IDL
and, from this, speculations about the use and structure of IDL in the future. Some of these
speculations are on the use of IDL In ways not thought about, or considered only vaguely, during
Its Initial design. Most of these are extensions of the original IDL design goals, or implementation
considerations which are in some way orthogonal to the high-level IDL design.

One of the interesting properties of IDL Is that the semantic specification does not constrain the
implementation strategies which may be used to achieve it. With the combination of the small
design, formal model, and flexibility of implementation ch6ices, 11 consider it an interesting set of
exercises to see how far the Ideas can be carried. This paper is intended to suggest what I
consider some promising directions for research based on the IDL model.

11n this paper, the first person singular and first person plural forms wre rot interchareable. "I, *my*, and similar
forms refer to ideas of the author or more frequenty opinions held by ft author, and for which It would be unfair to
distribute the blame. *We*, *our, etc. refer to efforts which involved more people than the author, and for which it would
be unfair to have the author apparently claim exclusive credit.



2 IDIL as a tool

The IDI language Is a specification language. When used In the context of a tooling effort, there
Is an associated IDL translator, which takes a specification written In the IDL language and con-
verts It to a collection of specification and Imnplementation files for a target language In which
programs will be written. The simplistic model of an IDL runtime environment Is shown below in
Figure 1.

IDL IDL

desripionTranslator Manipulation

% IDL Data Space
.. '%% % %% % % % % %

,II-I D1 L IdU~ ti~ -rf a c 9 C. -0 d

Figurel1: A simple model oflIDL

The IDI data space consists of instances of data described by the IDL specification. It is created
and manipulated by the user application code via an IDL interface. The task of an IDL translator
and an associated IDL runtime support system is to provide the necessary Interface between the
user application code and the IDL data.

3 Philosophical Aside
IDL war one of the central tools chosen by Tartan Laboratories for Its comp~iler construction tool
set. One effect of using IDL at Tartan was that It formed the common domain of discourse for the
Tartan tooling. The language was rich enough to support the basic data structuring required for
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applications tools such as symbol table generators, user Interface generators, table packers,
attribute grammar systems, and many other applications. Each application tool had an Input
language which used IDL as its core language and then Included, In an extension language,
application-speciflic specifications (for example, the symbol table generator allowed specification
of the types of scope and nesting, whether overloading was present, etc.). The output from many
of the tools was an enhanced IDL description which was fed to the IDL translator. Often such
tools had associated runtime environment packages. For example, the symbol table generator
system structure was as shown below In Figure 2.

IDL

~Description
Symbol Symbol of
Table Table Implementation

Description Generator of
~Symbol

Table

SymbolTable IDL

Operation TranslatorInterface

% s , IDL wat space',t, . to
' IDLoData

'-1 D\ \ ,e46ci Manipulation
le Interface

• Interface Code

Application Code

Figure 2: Symnbol table generator structure

As shown. IDL was not only a component of the Input spcifiction language to the tools (such as

the symbol table description), but was also the output from the tool. Extended IDL descriptions

3



supported a symbol table generator, table packer, user interface generator, and an attribute
grammar system.

A direct benefit of this was that insofar as training there was only one data definition language to
learn. From the implementors' viewpoint, tools such as the IDL translator and the table packer
provided a "common object format" for many application tools. Because these provided machine-
independent specifications, many tooling efforts did not require any machine-dependent
knowledge in the tool; at the worst, representation specifications in the IDL definitions handled the
few cases where such control was required.

I have therefore developed a strong bias in favor of the use of machine-independent languages
(even those as low-level as Ada, C, Modula-2, Pascal, etc.) as the output of machine-
independent tool sets, and uniform high-level notations (such as IDL) as input to these tool sets.
(I am certain my categorization of the preceding languages as "low level" may seem strange, but
read on!) As a simplifying piece of notation, I shall use the phrase "conventional programming
languages" to include languages comparable to Pascal, C or Modula-2.

4 IDL Type Model

The IDL type model is significantly more expressive than the type models of most programming
languages. The notion of non-hierarchical classes also gives it power and generality beyond
Simula-67. This section will discuss the impact this more powerful model has on the structure of
programs, and will then discuss briefly how one can integrate an IDL type system into an existing
programming language.

4.1 Target Language Considerations: Objects

The basic aggregate data object in IDL is the node, which implements a concept similar to that of
record in most languages. A node possesses attributes, analogous to record fields. These
attributes are typed, and are references to objects. An object may have a simple scalar type
(e.g., integer), a node type, or an aggregate type (set of or sequence of objects of some type).

There are many models for implementing the concept of a node, but the most common im-
plementation is heap-based. This choice is often dictated by a desire to avoid various pointer-
into-the-stack anomalies, or to accommodate languages (such as Ada) which have strong
mechanisms to avoid this type of problem. However, it is important to understand that this choice
is not required by the IDL definition; it is an implementor's choice but may be constrained by
requirements of the target language.

4



4.2 Specification Level: Classes

Sets of node types which conceptually share information may be combined as a class type. A
class type may specify attributes which are common to all objects in the class. However, a class
is significantly different than the Simula-67 class; a class is not an object, and cannot be created;
it is a name for a set of nodes 2. (In the expected way, a class definition may name other classes,
but this ultimately names a set of nodes).

An attribute is associated with a node or class by a production of the form:
node or classname -> attributename : type;

and a class is defined by productions of the form:
classname := node or classname I node_orclass name I ...

where, as indicated, a class may be defined in terms of nodes or other classes. The attribute-
defining productions make no syntactic distinction between assigning attributes to nodes or at-
tributes to classes.

Taking a trivial example, and ignoring some of the subtleties of IDL, a description of the following
form might be written:

N => truth: boolean;
N => count: integer;
N => subnodes: Seq Of N;
N => parent: N;

where a realization in some application language3 might be

type N Is record
boolean truth;
Int count;
array(O:?] of N subnodes;
ref N parent;

end record;

A simple tree could be defined by the productions

2The semantics we more complex than this; this wiA be discussed in more detail later in the paper.
3Examples of application languages will attempt to convey Intuitions of targets rather than reflect the precise syntax of

any particular programming language, unless otherwise specified.
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tree ::-inner I leaf;
Inne : unary I binary;

unary -> operand: tree;
binary -> left: tree,

right: tree;

leaf -> value: value;

value ::- integer I name;

integer => value: integer;
name -> name: string;

In this example, the attributes are declared only at the level of the nodes, i.e. the left side of an
attribute production ("=>") does not appear on the left hand side of any class production ("::=").
Classes are used to specify the types of the attributes. This example also illustrates that the
names for nodes and classes and the names for attributes are in separate name spaces, and
there is no conflict in assigning the same attribute name to different nodes (note the use of the
word "value" as an attribute name in two separate productions and as a class name).

Attributes can be associated with classes as well; for example,

tree => depth: integer;

declares all members of the class tree to have an attribute depth whose type is integer.

It is worth pointing out here that in the original IDL publications a class was seen as a purely
syntactic device for abbreviation, e.g., instead of declaring attributes individually on each node

type, they could be declared for a class containing those nodes. Under this previous inter-
pretation, it would have been the case that the declaration

inner => depth: integer;
leaf -> depth: integer;

would be identical to the declaration

tree -> depth: integer;

Use of IDL has demonstrated that in fact a class has semantic significance beyond the simple
syntactic abbreviation mechanism, both in the IDL conceptual model and in the resulting im-
plementalln model. Existing IDL documents [13] [14] still refer to the class mechanism as an
abbreviation mechanism; a proposed revision 3 design (which includes a new formal semantic
definition) is intended to reformulate the class as a semantic entity. The impact of classes on the
implementation model will be discussed in section E. The implications on the target language

model are that if the declaration is written

tree -> depth: integer;

it is meaningful to have a program fragment of the form:
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var T: tree;

T.depth :- T.depth + 1;

because the type tree possesses a depth attribute, whereas if the attributes had been declared
as

inner -> depth: integer;
leaf -> depth: integer;

then the fragment would not be valid since the type tree does not have a depth attribute, even
though any particular instance of the type tree (inner or leaf) does.

4.3 Target Language Considerations: Classes

At the users conceptual model level, the class can be used as a mechanism for effecting generic
procedures, a particularly useful mechanism in languages which do not possess such a
capability. A procedure which operates on a class may operate directly on any attributes defined
in the class, regardless of the actual node which may be operated upon. Thus, many of the
questions generated by the presence of true generic procedures in a language (such as optimiza-
tions, collapsing common code bodies, etc.) can be totally avoided.

As an example, consider the a language with generic procedures; one might wish to write a
procedure to increment the depth attribute:

generic(T) procedure nc( N: T)
N.depth :- N.depth + 1;

end inc;

The same effect could be obtained in a language with overloading, but without generic
procedures, by the following:

procedure inc (N: inner)
N.depth :- N.depth + 1;

end inc;

procedure inc (N: leaf)
N.depth :- N.depth + 1;

end inc;

The same effect can be can be obtained by declaring a non-overloaded, non-generic procedure
of the form

procedure inc( N:tree)
N.depth := N.depth + 1;

end nc;

Such procedures are obvious and natural In languages such as Simula-67 but not possible in
conventional programming languages without extremely careful use of features such as union
modes or variant records. The complexity of achieving this for complex class hierarchies, or the
even more complex case of non-hierarchical classes, Is frequently intimidating and often un-
manageable and unmaintainable.
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I refer to procedures which can accept class types as parameters but which require neither over-
load resolution nor generic mechanisms in order to be realized as "imitation generic" procedures.
They are, in general, much less powerful than full language-supported generic mechanisms and
suffer some limitations over full language-supported overload mechanisms, but are a substantial
improvement over the simplistic mechanisms supported by conventional programming languages.

An interesting problem with respect to both overloading and generic procedures in languages
which support them is the "documentation problem": for what types is this procedure name over-
loaded or for what types may this generic be instantiated? Some languages which support
polymorphic procedures (such as Smalltalk, if one may loosely apply the term "procedures" to the
operation invocation mechanism used in that system) provide extensive and comprehensive sup-
port for the user in the form of "browsers". Modem programming environments being constructed
for Ada provide similar mechanisms.

When an IDL class is used as a parameter, the range of types which are valid parameter types to
the procedure may be determined by knowing only the parameter type and the class definition. It
is certainly clear that there are advantages to knowing the scope of the types for which an instan-
tiation is valid, but this requires that the set of types can only be extended by adding new mem-
bers to the IDL class definition. This severely limits the generality of such "gcneric" procedures, a
feature which may or may not be desirable.

When IDL classes are used to make procedures polymorphic, a mechanism as complicated as
generic instantiation is no longer required; the ordinary compilation process generates a single
code body which is shared by all the members of the class (the "types" for which it is
"instantiated"). This is quite similar to what the type mechanisms of Simula-67 or Smalltalk
permit, where a procedure may operate on an object in a class but not know anything about the

extensions to the class; but the non-hierarchical class model of IDL lends additional flexibility to
how the procedures may specify the collection of object types on which they operate. Some of
the questions of how to collapse multiple instantiations of generic procedures into a single proce-
dure when the generated code bodies are identical also become moot; the ordinary compilation
process creates but one body which is polymorphic on its input classes.

4.4 Information Hiding

In languages which support data abstraction, it is possible to specify a "visible" part of the im-
plementation, which is exported to the clients of a package, and a "hidden" part of the implemen-
tation, which is private to the package providing the service. This simple dichotomy is not suf-
ficient in many applications, and something akin to the view mechanism used in databases is
more appropriate.

Consider the case of a multiphase compiler, consisting of phases P1 through Pn- Information
computed by a particular phase may, at the very least, be considered read-only by subsequent
phases, or perhaps should be hidden entirely. If two phases, say P1 and P7, agree on a means
of communicating information, it may well be desirable that P7 be forbidden to modify the infor-
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mation and that P2 through P6 be forbidden even to examine it. Often this is done by a
"handshake agreement" rather than a "contract agreement" between the Initial coders Involved,
but over time and changes of personnel the (undocumented) limitations are lost and un-
anticipated dependencies are introduced. Even f documented, the limitations cannot be enforced
by the target language4. If P1 and P7 renegotiate their agreement, they may suddenly find that P5
now modifies the information and P3 depends upon it, making the whole system refractory to
change.

In the original LG system, a capability was provided but never exploited: the ability to selectively
hide information at each phase of the processing. There were many reasons this was not ex-
ploited, not the least of which was the fact that the view had to be specified on a per-field basis
for each node. Furthermore, we were unable to specify read/Write restrictions because of the
target language model used; a field was either visible to the programmer and fully accessible
(and thus modifiable), or hidden and completely inaccessible.

A new design has been proposed and is currently under consideration for a revision of the notion
of an IDL "process" specification [12]. t is impossible in the space available to discuss in detail
what earlier IDL documents termed an IDL "process"; for this the reader is directed to
[13] [14] and [181.

Briefly, an IDL process was intended to represent some activity on an IDL structure, which may
include starting by reading in an existing structure and/or concluding by writing out a structure;
during the process a structure or structures may be created, modified, enhanced, or even
deleted. A set of invariants specify the input requirements (if any input were to be performed),
output requirements (if any output were to be performed), and static structural requirements of the
structure. The new proposal includes these capabilities, as well as being able to restrict selec-
tively such operations as assignment to fields, reading from fields, whether or not new instances
of particular nodes may be created, and other operation specifications.

A goal of this is that when property used this mechanism enforces contractual agreements be-
tween phases on what operations may be performed on each node, class, attribute, or attribute
value set. In our above example, phases P2 through P6 could not depend upon or modify the
information agreed upon by phases P, and P7, because such information would be both unknown

(in principle) and inaccessible (in practice). An example of providing controlled views is shown

below in Figure 3.

An interesting historical development is that initially IDL emphasized the data specification portion

of the abstract type model; the new proposal is beginning to deal with the operation specification
portion of the abstract type model.

4And who reads or believes documentation?
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Figure 3: Conrfolled views

4.5 Target Language Considerations

The typical 101. implementation involves taking the 101 description, running it through a translator
program. and oblaining as output some definition files which when ombtined with source files
from the target language allow the user lo wite code using 101 obiects. Typically these definition
files will include type declarations, define record types in particular, provide enumeration Moerals,
and of course define various operations thi can be done to the data objects.

* A significant problem with the power of 101, however, Is the fact that it is much more powerful
than conveo al programming langage type systems. The result is that the prgrmmng
language type system, in effect, fights the type system used by I01. This is comrpounded in some

* languages because the language designers still foster the illusion that programs are wrlttell by
* human beings, and make no provision for the case where programs are written by other

programs. Mechanisms of type safety irtrockiced for the necessary and desirable goal of
preventing astupicd errors when human programmers are involved are not only excess baggage
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but require immense overhead to circumvent when programs are constructing code. Global dis-
abling mechanisms are not sufficient, since it is often the case (such as with IDL) that human-
written code and machine-written code are intertwined; one must be checked carefully while the
other must not be. Even low-level languages such as C encounter significant problems [201.

Part of this is caused by a desire to maintain a language interface consistent with the target
language. For Ada or Modula one wishes to use dot-qualified field selectors; for C, dereferencing
arrows ("->'); etc. Operations such as assignment should remain as ":-" or "-". Furthermore, a
goal which often introduces significant complication to the target language model is a desire to
exploit the compile-time type checking mechanism of the target language to provide type check-
ing for I DL data types.

Because of the power of the IDL type model, it is extremely difficult to meet all of the above
requirements. In Ada, for example, the best we could come up with was an assignment proce-
dure (ideafly to be compiled in-line) so that the left and right sides could be properly type-checked
at compile time. The use of Inout and out parameters was impossible to properly type-check,
because of the extremely strong type model of Ada. Various restrictions had to be placed on
what could be written by the user in order to preserve type checking for IDL types at compile time.

As an example, since Ada forbids procedures from returning reference (access) types as
parameters and forbids procedures on the left-hand side of assignments, and in addition does not
allow the selector operator (dot) to be user defined, a number of rather cumbersome circum-
locutions are required. Without supplying excruciating detail, consider a simple program fragment
in an idealized language:

var NM: nodel;
var N2: node2;

l.a.b :- N2.z.y;
IDL does not require that Ni or N2 be implemented as record types, or be heap-allocated, or that
the attributes be necessarily stored as bit patterns in memory. A read-only attribute may well be
computed dynamically (writing such dynamic attributes Is an amazingly complicated topic, and
outside the scope of this discussion). However, the only way one can support data abstraction in
Ada is to use a procedural interface, since dot-selection reflects implementation decisions which
should not be visible to the user. Thus, at the very least the code would have to be written as

b(a(Nl)) :- y(x(N2));
as our expression. But since procedures cannot appear as left-hand-side values the code must
be written as

store (b (a(NZ)), y (z(N2))) ;

which is fairly unnatural (the use of overloading to have functions that evaluate to left-hand-side
and right-hand-side values is also necessary, but a subtlety too deep to discuss here). In ad-
dition, if there were a procedure which took an In parameter:

proc print-value (in i: integer)

then it could be written as



VU T: tree;

print value (depth (T));

but if the procedure took an Inout or out parameter

proc increment (Inout i: integer)
i :- i + 1;

end increment;

then an attribute access which involved a procedural interface could not be used:

var T: tree;

ilncremsnt(depth(T)); -- illegal!

although it could be written as
var T: tree;
var i: integer;

i :- depth(T);
increment (i) ;
store (depth (T), i);

In general, this set of limitations is not acceptable. Users do not wish to distort their thinking to
accommodate incidental restrictions; remembering completely arbitrary limitations and circum-
locutions is painful at best.

A major deficiency of most of conventional programming languages, including Ada, is that the
abstract interface and the implementation are somewhat hopelessly intermixed. A typical ex-

ample is the issue of how to represent an array of structured data: is it optimum to represent it as
an array of records or as a record of arrays? In many cases the optimum representation for
conceptualization is as an array of records, but the optimum representation for implementation
(whether access speed or packing density) is as a record of arrays. Conceptually, the user
wishes to write an access to some field in the th array element as

Array [i]. fieldnam

but since the representation choice becomes explicit in the language it may be necessary (in
order to achieve the desired space/time performance) to write:

Array. fieldname [3].

If it is discovered well after the implementation has begun that the second representational form
is required, or during a port that because of the target architecture that the second represen-
tational form is significantly faster on the new architecture, potentially massive amounts of code
must be changed. There Is no easy way to indicate that the mapping of "Arrayfil.fieldname" is an
abstract mapping because abstraction exists only at the procedural level, not at the subscript or
selector level. The only solution is to use a procedural interface to effect the mapping, which has
many other undesirable effects (see section 4). Since IDL allows high-level specification of the

abstract interface but includes low-level representation control, a simple one-line change in an

12



IDL specification (for example, changing an array-of-records representation to one of record-of-
arrays) would necessitate massive changes in the target code. This violates a principle of par-
simony: small changes should have small effects.

An additional constraint which introduces significant complexity to the IDL target language inter-
face is a belief that compile-time type checking is a good idea. If you subscribe to this belief (as I
do), then it is desirable to have the target language compiler insure that illegal programs are
diagnosed (insofar as possible) at compile time. In the presence of non-hierarchical classes the
design of an Interface to adequately support the compile-time type checking mechanism, the
attribute access mechanism, and the parameter passing mechanism, and still maintain a style
consistent with the target language interface for simple nodes and attribute values produces
significant tensions. Several proprietary designs for Ada interfaces to IDL have been done; all
required (in my opinion) significant design compromises to achieve the necessary goals. In
general the user Interface has been compromised to meet the functional goals, particularly
compile-time type checking. Alas, since these are all proprietary, no citations to these clever
designs can currently be made.

One solution which has been proposed is to use a pre-processor: In effect, to write in a language
which is a superset of the target language in which the IDL type model Is fully supported. The
source language is then compiled into the target language, with all necessary idioms, restrictions,
and circumlocutions handled by the preprocessor. Ordinary user code which uses none of the
extended type model may be freely interspersed with the extended type model code. For most
languages, the complexity of such a preprocessor approximates the complexity of a semantic
analyzer for the language. With languages such as C, Pascal and Modula-2 this is not par-
ticularly complex; for Ada, an interesting and important target, the complexity is intimidating.
Consider the conceptually trivial problem of deciding that the parameter to a procedure is Inout
and using a rewrite rule to create a temporary variable Into which to store an attribute; this
requires that the overload and generic instantiation methods used by the Ada compiler be In-
voked to determine exactly which procedure Is involved so that its parameters may be examined
and the appropriate decision made, which requires, in essence, a complete Ada semantic
analyzer.

One of the more promising approaches is to simply design a language whose native type model
is consistent with IDL, but which is otherwise in the Pascal/Modula-2 class of language
complexity.5 Such a language could then be compiled into a variety of target languages, such as
C, Pascal, Modula-2, and Ada, in the latter case using only a small subset of the total power and
complexity of the language. This course is not without Its pitfalls (as Is any language design
project); in addition to the usual language design issues, the goal of generating high-level lan-
guage output introduces the additional problems of compiler incompatibilities and idiosyncrasies,
machine-dependent targeting problems, and of course the incompatibilities between the IDL type

5l realize this reflects a bias toward statically-type-checked procedural languages. This paper assumes that such
languages are useful and desirable.
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model and the limitations of the target language type model. The advantage of this Is that the
output language might contain doms, phrases, and techniques which a user would consider
horrible or which, I written by a user would result in unmaintainable code, but which are
legitimate for an automated tool to write; In the same way a compiler Is free to produce out-
rageously obtuse machine code, a translator from the IDL-orlented language to, say, C. Is free to
write outrageously obtuse C code.

5 IDL/Target Language Packing Considerations

The designers of IDL had an Implementation model In mind during the design process. An
Important consideration was the use of clas . I a procedure s to operate on a class, and
access attributes of the class, It is clearly desirable that this be no more expensive than access-
ing attributes of a simple node. If it were necessary o determine which member of the class was
being accessid in order to determine the offset Into the node where an attribute could be found
the time performance would be unaocepabe.

The intent was that all attrites In a class would be packed In the Individual nodes in the class in
such a way that they were all at the same offset within the class. Thus an IDL definition fragment
of the form

A ::- 3 I C;
a "> aval: integer;
a -> bya: integer;
C -> oval: integer;

where fteger is represented by a 32-bit word might result In a packing of the form:

class A

Node B: Node C:

aval 0 oval

bval 1 cval

L- offset

(k is worth observing that this is one of the many issues that emphasizes the fact that classes are
more than simple syntactic abbreviations. Even In the early IDL implementations I aval had
been declared separately in productions for B and c there was no constraint that It be of the sime
type in each or that it be packed to the same location).

The compications of the packing requirement in the presence of overlapping or non-hierarchical
classes should now be obvious; consider adding the fragment
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Z ::- C I D;
Z -> *val: integer;

to the above example. Now one of the possible packings of information Is

class A

Sclass E

Node B: Node C: Node D:

bval 0 oval ovj ajj
aval I oval i

2 cval

off got

while another (using a different packing strategy. such as "pack classes first*) might be:

class A

Sclass E

Node B: Node C: Node D:

________ 1 oval oa

2 cval

L..off set

In this latter example. in order to satisfy the constraints of Identical offset, some of the spacq in
the D node is unused. it turnsout that this space is often used by attributes unique to the node
(or some class containing the node) for which such a packing is valid; so in practice the packing
density actually can be very high.



While in general this problem is NP-hard, in practice simple heuristics and costing functions give
very good approximations to an optimal packing.

6 Separately Compiled IDL Specifications

In the original IDL model, IDL is seen as being a single description encompassing all of a system.
This model is not practical, as it makes it difficult to support separately compiled libraries in the
traditional ways. The Tartan Implementation supported separately compiled IDL definitions, but
the mechanism was essentially a type-defeat mechanism at the IDL level which was checked
only during compilation of the target language. There is a need for additional work in this area.

This problem wikh the IDL model became apparent after we began to use it at Tartan
Laboratories. The assumption of a single global data specification ran counter to basic engineer-
ing requirements that separately compiled subsystems be able to be linked together without
recompilation. Information hiding and modularity considerations required that client users not be
able to modify the structure of information managed by various application packages such as
parse tree generators and symbol table managers. Realities of computer time dictated that mas-
sive recompilation of every component of a system were infeasible (more on this later!) We
therefore had to consider how to achieve, using IDL, what other systems with more conventional
type systems already had: completely separate compilation.

In practice, we had been doing this for some time with IDL; IDL was originally targeted to the LG
support system [101 which was part of the Bliss language [21 environment developed at CMU for
the Production Quality Compiler Compiler project (P0CC). Since Bliss was an untyped language
we could, and did, use this untyped property to allow various separately compiled IDL structures
to reference each other. However, if a typed language had been used we would have had
significant type violations. As we built our proprietary Implementation language, Gnal, a modem
strongly-typed language, the difficulties became apparent.

The solution was to define a base IDL type which had a single definition point shared by all IDL
clients. This type was a generic type whose instances were the separately compiled IDL
specifications6 . Thus a specification, for example a symbol table, which needed to reference
another specification, for example a name table, would simply name that type as an instance of
the generic IDL type definition. This was accomplished in IDL by using a representation
specification clause (one might argue about whether or not this is a "representation specification"
or something else; indeed, a different mechanism is being considered in the draft 3 IDL
specification):

gin Ad. this might be handed by using the derived type mechanism to create new derived IDL types from the base IDL
type1
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symbol -> name: NYZ;

type NYU;

for NT use separate "name table";

The use of separately compiled IDL descriptions also pointed out a serious limitation in many
modem languages: the namespace problem. A node of type "A" in package "X" must be distin-
guished from a node of type "A" in package "Y'. Unless the language itself provides unique-
qualification mechanisms to disambiguate such names, the disambiguation must be done by a
naming convention. While the desired goal might be illustrated as

use X;
use Y;

vat Al: X.A;
var A2: Y.A;

it may be achieved in a language like C only by naming conventions, such as:

include <X.h>
#include <Y.h>

X A Jl;
f AA2;

The conventions required for Luch subterfuges may require additional "representation" specifica-
tions to the IDL translator.

The mechanism used was a type-defeat mechanism; the "separate" declaration essentially said
to the IDL translator "there is an external specification of this; trust me, and use this name to refer
to it". Ultimately this was checked by the target language compiler, but it would have been much
better if the IDL translator had checked all of this at the time it ran. Such checking requires that
the translator be able to read interface specification files from other IDL runs. The use of abstract
IDL descriptions (or "IDL intermediate languages), such as Candle [4], are an important com-
ponent of such a design. Candle and its implications are discussed in section G.

7 IDL-based tooling

The Tartan tooling suite encompassed many IDL-based tools. Each of these tools read an input
language which included IDL as a subset. A uniform extension mechanism was added for sup-
porting the appropriate tool-specific declarations.

In retrospect, I consider this to have been a good abstract decision which had significant im-
plementation problems. For example, t meant that each tool had to parse and to some degree

. ,semantically analyze the IDL language, and in addition most had to reconstruct syntactically
correct IDL source as its output. Even when these tools shared code for these purposes (as
some did) it created unnecessary overhead in the tool development.

The Candle description CANDLE has been developed at the University of North Carolina. Candle
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is to IDL what Diana is to Ada: an intermediate representation of a source program. Candle, like
Diana, provides both a syntactic structure and a semantic structure. Thus the burden of parsing
and analyzing an IDL description is handled where it properly should be: in an IDL front end.
Candle is a communication specification from an IDL front end to various application back ends,
such as target language interface generators (thus forming what is now thought of as an IDL
translator) and tooling generators.

IDL-based tools may now be written in a declarative style, but when an IDL description is re-
quired, the appropriate with clause naming an IDL compilation output of a Candle description
would be given. For example, a symbol table generator input file might look something like

declare priazry symbol_table IS
with usez._application, structurename;
symbols are ... ;
scopes are ... ;

end primary_synbol_table;
where the output of this would be a new Candle structure which could be fed to an IDL target-
language module.

In the same way that the designers of Diana imagined Diana representations of Ada source
supporting code generators, flow analyzers, syntax-directed editors, cross-referencers, and
dozens of other tools, the Candle designers expect this representation will support IDL-based
tooling. It is being used for this purpose already in the University of North Carolina IDL Toolkit.

8 Programming Project Support

8.1 Recompllation Triggers

One major engineering problem in working with large systems is that small changes in central
definition files of the system can result in truly major expenditures of computing time as the
dependency ripples out through the system. This is particularly painful in any system in which the
definition file includes more than simple procedure interface specifications. C header files which
contain macro specifications are prime examples; however, any language in which an in-line
procedure can be defined will trigger such events.

In order to rebuild a system after some specification file has changed, some number of modules
must be recompiled. The worst-case scenario is that all modules of the system are recompiled,
whether they need to be or not. The best-case scenario Is that only the modules which are
affected by the change are recompiled.

The recompilation process could be considered as an application of a predicate to a module and
the specifications it references. If M is a module and Sl..S n are the specification files it
references, then a recompilation predicate R could be defined

R(M, S , .... F S"1)
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which returns "true" if the module m needs to be recompiled and "false" if it does not need to be
recompiled.

The degenerate case which guarantees consistency is the predicate which always returns "true"
no matter what its arguments. This predicate is trivial to implement but incurs a high cost when a
change occurs. A predicate which is frequently used is one which returns "true" in almost every
case where recompilation is required; it is Implemented by the system builder looking at the list of
modules and for each one saying "I think that one requires recompilation..."; unfortunately, this is
a somewhat flaky predicate. If the system is large, if the dependencies are complex, and/or if the
person making the decision is not totally familiar with the system structure (eidetic memory is a
great help in this task), some module which requires recompilation will not be recompiled. This
scenario is familiar.

The simplest program which, if used properly, guarantees consistency is the Unix 7 'make' facility.
This takes a specification of the dependencies and, if any specification module has changed,

forces a recompilation of all modules which depend on it. It has the significant drawback that the
user is responsible for guaranteeing the consistency of the dependency graph described to the
'make' program and the actual dependency graph of the system being constructed. The 'make'
facility predicate requires knowing the output, o of a "compilation", and thus applies a predicate

4R'(,O,S 1 , ... I SD)

if the module m or any specification file Si is newer (by date stamp comparison) than the output o,
the recompilation is required.

Programs such as the Unix 'make' facility which rely on primitive date-comparison algorithms
cannot detect changes in content as distinct from changes in form (e.g., adding a comment).
Various distortions are required to circumvent major rebuilds, all of them requiring manual inter-
vention and usually error-prone. Introducing auxiliary definition files (a frequent practice among C
programmers), removing actual dependencies from the 'make' file, and utility programs which
update file dates are all common work-arounds.

8.2 RecompllatIon Predicates

Work began at Tartan in 1980 to develop a more sophisticated predicate than a simple date
comparison. In particular, adding upward-compatible specifications to a definition file should not
trigger massive recompilations. (Independent work on this problem was done by Wafter Tichy at
Purdue 1171 for the C language, and was reported by Evans et al. for Praxis 111]; many others
have, or are now looking at this problem).

In modem languages with overloading, it is certainly true that adding a procedure could introduce
an overload conflict, and failing to recompile all modules which use the definition would mean that
the inconsistency would not become visible until the next major system build. However, in prac-

7Unix is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories
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tice the probability of such an event is actually rather low, and a more liberal interpretation which

significantly reduced recompilation costs was chosen for the Tartan implementation. Under the
liberal interpretation, any specification file which had changed but which was identical to or up-
ward compatible with a previous version of the same file would not trigger a recompilation event
for the files which depended upon it.

Consider the issues of upward compatibility if a procedural interface is used. If the input and
output specifications are held constant the body can change without affecting the interface; the
new interface Is identical (and thus compatible) with the old interface. In a package definition, the
addition of a new operation on the data types described in the package is (in general) an upward
compatible change; existing code using the existing Interface is not rendered obsolete, and new
code which requires the new operation would be recompiled simply because it has been changed
to use the new operation. Changing the number or type or mode of the parameters to a proce-
dure, or the result type, would not be an upward compatible change; however, only the modules
which use that particular procedure need to be recompiled, not all the modules which use that

interface specification file. The specification is upward compatible for all clients except those that
use the changed procedure.

However, when code is compiled inline, a new dependency is introduced. The validity of the
code in client modules now depends not only on the abstract specification but also upon the
implementation. The modification of the body of a #define in a C header file is an example of
modifying the implementation while holding the interface constant. All clients of that definition
must be recompiled.

The impact of IDL on the smart recompilation system used a Tartan, and which would be true for

any other system supporting inline expansion of the IDL structure accesses, was such that it was
very unlikely that an IDL target language module was upward compatible with a previous version.
This is because the most frequent change was adding or deleting attribute definitions, and this
almost always resulted in a repacking of the data structure, so that all of the field offsets changed.
This meant that the inline bodies of the accessing operations changed; even though the inter-
faces remained constant (requiring no code changes) the implementation changed, and recom-
pilation of all clients was necessary. The upward-compatible predicate did not (and could not)
ask on a per-module basis if the module used any bodies which changed; if any repacking was
done, all client modules had to be recompiled. Thus, any change in an IDL definition file resulted
in the complete recompilation of all files which depended upon t. (In addition, the predicate did
not detect "upward compatible" changes of the structure, although this certainly could have been
added). Because the compiler also supported in-line expansion of user-defined functions (which
could access IDL data objects), the recompilation effects could frequently encompass the bulk of

the system.
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8.3 Minimizing Repacking

When using conventional hardware architectures, the use of inline expansion of IDL accesses
meant that any change In the IDL definition which resulted In a repacking would invalidate exist-
ing code, and there Is in general no good way to determine If such repacking has occurred.
Recompilation can be minimized only if a compatible packing of information can be maintained
between separate executions of the IDL tool.

An important implementation feature which any IDL system should possess, then, is what I have
called "cached allocation', an idea I first encountered in a slightly different guise in the SIL circuit-
drawing package developed at Xerox PARC [15]. The particular aspect of SIL which was inter-
esting to me dealt with how SIL handled the gate-packing problem. In many integrAted circuit
packages there are multiple instances of the same logical component, e.g., four 2-input NAND
gates in a type 7400 chip. SIL would "pack" unallocated NAND gates into uncommitted
packages. The packing was then recorded. On a subsequent run, if this assignment of gates
and pinouts to physical packages was satisfactory then no repacking was done; the result was
that the existing wires on the board could be left in place. Any new NAND gates added to the
drawing would be packed into remaining uncommitted chips.

As adapted to the IDL environment, the basic Idea of cached allocation is that the structure
packer is normally run only once on a definition file, and that packing is recorded in a "cache". In
subsequent runs, the previous packing is read in and used, and any new fields are "tacked on the
end" of the data structure. Thus, all previously compiled modules will still have the correct field
offsets for the existing fields; any modules that reference the new fields have obviously been
changed and will, as a matter of course, be recompiled. Only when space utilization degenerates
below acceptable levels (caused by class fields being added or deletion of existing fields) is it
necessary to repack the structure. For example, consider the effects of adding a new declaration
to the example given in section 5:

A -> nval: Integer;

the optimum packing would be something like that shown below in Figure 4, but to use cached
allocation and the packing shown earlier in section 5 which now must be preserved, it must be
packed as shown in Figure 5 below, which artificially increases the size of the A node with some
unused space. If the next run adds a new declaration

Z -> mval: integer;

the effect becomes more obvious. At some point the wasted space will necessitate a new pack-
ing, thus invalidating all existing code and requiring a complete recompilation of the system.

A direct Implication of this is that the node size may not appear in-line in any generated code; for
example, using the C "sizeof" operation would require that any module which created nodes
would have to be recompiled, as would the use of "new" in Pascal or Modula-2, since these
operations typically are implemented as requiring compile-time knowledge of the size of the data
object to be created. Unless the recompilation tool knows which modules perform "new" opera-
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L offset

Figure 4: Optimum packing
tions, all clients of the IDL interface specification file would have to be recompiled i the node size
changed.

However, If nodes are Identified by unique numbers, and the sizes are obtained by a link-time
binding of node ids to sizes, then there Is no need to recompile any code which creates nodes; as
the node size changes from run to run of the translator, existing code continues to run.

An important consideration In using this technique, however, Is monotonicity of the alterations. A
node may never be decreased in size. Since existing code Is not recompiled, it can contain
references to fixed offsets In the node which, If the node decreased in size, would now have
undefined effects.

A very careful analysis of the effects of adding or deleting nodes, adding or deleting attributes,
and adding or deleting nodes from class definitions is required to determine the effect of such
changes on the validity of existing code. Careful engineering of the IDL target mapping and
run-time environment in response to these changes Is also required. Some of the simpler cases
are discussed briefly here.

However, it is now possible to have the IDL tool interface to the target environment to support
smart recompilation, even when the target environment cannot. By "ying" to the 'make' fadility
about the interface specification file date, the need to recompile modules can be avoided. Having
a tool with complete knowledge effect the subterfuge is considerably more reliable than having a
user with incomplete or possibly incorrect knowledge attempt the same trick.
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Figure 5: Cached allocation

When cached allocation is used, some careful analysis of the possible changes the user can
make and their impact on compatibility must be made. In some cases, careful engineering deci-
sions about the runtime environment can allow certain decisions to be bound sufficiently late in
the process that changes can be upward compatible; the node-size example cited above is one
such case.

Adding attributes Is a simple problem when cached allocation is used. Such new attributes are,
as shown above, appended to the end of the structure. f the attribute is an attribute of a class, all
members of the class must be extended so that the attribute can be appended to the node of
maximum size. This may create significant wasted space in the class members, and eventually a
repacking will be required.

Deleting an attribute requires some consideration of the overall effect on the system develop-
ment. One solution is to delete the attribute and the language Interface to it. but otherwise
assume the existing compiled code is valid. Such existing code (which may reference the
attribute) will not be recompiled unless there has been some other triggering criterion (such. as
modification of the file), and any recorpilation of such files would generate errors. Of course,
existing uses of the attribute within the (un-recompiled) system may now find meaningless Infor-
mation in the (now unused) attribute, leading to erroneous program behavior. In the absence of
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more sophisticated smart recompilation strategies, such as those described by Tichy 117], the
actual decision is more a managerial strategic decision than a technical decision; It is based upon
considerations such as (alleged) knowledge of the usage and recompilation costs; the IDL trans-
lator should permit a high-risk option of minimum recompilation. Whether smart recompilation is
used or not, the monotonicity must be preserved, the "unused" field may not be allocated for any
other purpose because it is purportedly "free; it is "undefined" but 'unavailable" for future
modifications.

Note that this above discussion suggests something which I said earlier was a bad idea: letting
the user make the decision about whether to recorTpile a system or not. While I believe this as a
principle, there are times when a simple cost/risk analysis shows that the risk is low and the cost

is high, e.g., I just added an attribute, decided after a quick test that it was the wrong thing to do,
and deleted it. If I must take risks, I would rather have a reasonably controlled expediency
mechanism than a totally anarchic one.

Continuing on, nodes may be added to a class. Again, recompilation minimization depends upon
the usage patterns and cost/risk analysis. Most procedures which operate on objecs in the class
will continue to operate even though a larger set of object types is permitted. Only those cases in
which a complete discrimination of class members appears within the procedure body will there

be any anomalies. Proper initial construction of the code (for example, not assuming a "case"
discrimination on a class gives complete coverage and including appropriate "otherwise" clauses)
will reduce the risk of such changes. Code used to check class membership of a type within a

class must also be a link-time rather than a compile-time binding. The Hnk-time binding of class
membership checking was carefully engineered in the Tartan implementation, but It would take

too long to describe here.

Obviously decisions which require human intervention are always subject to error The high
payoff of using cached allocation and high risk/low risk/no risk decision mechanisms are that t is
possible to reduce the cost of change during the deveopmentprototype cycle, particularly when
rapid turnaround is required for productivity. Since aN the decisions with risk involved have a
no-risk fallback (to require the recompilation of all client modules), the no-risk fallback can be
frequently handled by such strategies as off-time (usually overnight, or over-weekend) massive
recompilations, while the higher risk strategies allow for rapid turnaround during the work-time

(usually daytime) period.

8.4 Abstract Interfaces?

A typical argument against the complexity of the recompilation mechanisms and the careful en-
gineering required to use them effectively is that the abstract interface "ought to" hide the irn-
plementation, so that accessing fields Is done entirely through procedural interfaces which are
insensitive to the actual "record" layout. Thus, the implementation can be readily changed with-

out impacting the users at all.

This is certainly a laudable goal, but several realities interfere with t. First, procedural interfaces
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ae rather durnsy to use; a separate "sorW procedure must be used to modify each attribute and
a "fetch" procedure to read one. This i somewhat unnatural, but given certain goals of the
interface design and programning standards I might construably be an acceptable way to write
programs. Obviously such linguistic features as user-definable selectors could eliminate this by
providing the desired syntactic sugar.

The overwhelming argument against the procedural interface, however, is the access time ar-
gument. N the cost of a procedure call is nonzero (as it almost always is!), the performance of a
system can be reduced by large factors, i not orders of magnitude, by having to use a procedure
to read and write every attribute. Programmers, understanding such costs, then distort their code
to fit it, caching attribute valies in local variables and generally reducing the intelligibility of the
code in an attempt to malte it perform remonaoy. Therefore, even f the procedural interface is a
desirable programming paradigm, it is too expensive to use i implemented in a conventional
Ilnguage.

The next obvious step is to provide for in-line expansion of such a procedural interface. As soon
ns this is done, the generated object code now contains fixed offsets into the data structures, and
is indisbiguishae from code which used ordinary selectors (at least to someone reading the
oblect code). The cached allocation model addresses the problems of generated target code, not
the issues of abstract interfaces, and is, in fact, largely insensitive to the abstract interface
(except for how to convince an environment that a new interface is "upward compatible" with the
previous version).

Of course, all of this is an incidental property of our current computer architectures, In which the
knowledge of how to access inormatlon resides in the code. I an architecture providing
descrto-besd access to data structures were used, many of these problems simply disappear;
knowledge of how to access the code would reside "with the data", or at the worst case in a
single lnk-time or run-lte bound definition. While I know of several sophisticated link-time-
b ndg mechanism for manipulatng offsets, I know of very few, I any, linkers which can handle
Ink-time data-size specification. In addition, the actual Instruction (even if the size remains fixed)
often changes depending upon the alignment of the data; bi-field extraction often requires mul-
tiple instructions so accessing an 8-bit byte-aligned field moved to a non-byte-aligned position is
not something easily modified at link time unless one is willing to allow significant performance
degradation.

Database systems responded to this problem years ago; most of them abstract the represen-
tation from the code ("representation independent code") but pay a high price in performance;
certinly hi than would be accepta for implementing data structures such as compiler data
aviucajr. In general, the only way sophisticated deferral of binding decisions can be imple-
mented *ffieity is I the conpiler can be modif to support new kinds of inline access via
srange Wvnlementation schemes (e.g., aN data structure access via indirect descriptors). While
sophisticated iniine mecaims sometimes help, they only succeed insofar as they can take
advantage of existing code generation templates. if obsure Instructions or strange addressing
modes are required for maximum efficiency, and inline mnachim code inserbos cannot be made,
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one is limited to what the compiler can support. The mechanisms described above could be
implemented in most plain-vanilla-compiler environments.

All of the above complex mechanism is therefore in response to the reality of current architec-
tures and how to cope with their all-too-real problems.

8.5 Implications on Target Language

To take full advantage of the packing techniques, both for ordinary IDL and for cached allocation,
requires that the IDL system actually be able to control how a record is laid out in memory. The
control may either be explicit (for example, the use of representation specification clauses in Ada)
or implicit (the order of declaration of fields in C). For some languages it may be possible to
subvert their type systems or use interesting substructuring to avoid the need for layout control for
simple IDL, but it is not clear that such tricks can work across multiple compilers or when cached
allocation is desired.

8.6 Implications on Target Environment

When interesting techniques such as cached allocation are used, the way in which the updated
definition files produced by an IDL translator interact with the target environment must also be
controlled by the IDL translator. As discussed earlier, in a simple Crmake' environment, to sup-
press unnecessary compilations it may only be necessary for the IDL translator to set the date of
the new header file to the date of its previous version. For languages where the definition files
are themselves compiled entities a more sophisticated mechanism will be required to defeat the
environment's recompilation predicate. Ideally, a recompilation predicate should be general
enough that the user could extend it; in practice, unified environments are typically "closed" to
user extension and modification, being viewed as complete and sufficient. This is unfortunate,
since the implementors of such environments cannot predict all possible uses, and even if they
could would not have the resources to provide support for every conceivable use.

Implementors discovered that simple date-stamp comparisons can fail (either forcing unneces-
sary recompilations or failing to force a necessary recompilation), especially in distributed com-
puting environments without centralized clocks, so in these environments more sophisticated
mechanisms which include processor Ids, compiler Ids, and other information (such as check-
sums of the source files), some intrinsic and some incidental to the validity of the interface, are
sometimes used. The increasing sophistication of such equality predicates is rarely based on the
semantic content of the file, but Is Instead based on totally incidental and often unrelated
properties, but which are "very fast" to compute. More sophisticated predicates based on actual
semantic content are required [3) [17].
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8.7 Lessons

There are some important issues here for language designers, compiler implementors, and en-
vironment implementors.

When programs are generating the record or structure definitions, bit-by-bit layout control may be
required. If the language Is sufficiently simple and the compiler is equally simple, the tool can
take advantage of the compiler's data packing algorithm to indirectly effect control. Sophisticated
compilers which give the user no layout control and which do "optimized" packing, however, are
extremely difficult to interface to. While one may not wish to give layout control to a programmer,
or document how it is done, such control and/or documentation is essential to program generating
tools.

Mechanisms which are intended to prevent errors caused by failure to recompile dependent
modules and which are based on anything other than actual semantic compatibility (e.g., changes
in comments, names of formal parameters in interface specifications, indenting, and other in-
cidentals must be ignored) at the interface level (and implementation compatibility when inline
expansion is permitted) must have ways of being subverted by sophisticated tools which have
precise knowledge of what constitutes compatible or incompatible changes. Better still, a well-
defined notion of upward compatibility under both strict and liberal interpretations must be sup-
ported. If complex problems are ignored (such as upward compatibility of record structures under
repacking minimization strategies in an IDL tool) the mechanisms will have to be subverted.

My basic complaint about programming languages and their environments was summed up
rather succinctly by the statement "It is time we stopped designing languages in which people
write code and started designing languages in which tools will write code" [81.

9 Data Base Interface

The nature of data is changing. Data now far outlives the programs which create it. The original
goals of IDL were to specify a language- and machine-independent data description, to be able to
communicate it in a language- and machine-independent fashion, and to be able to control its
mapping to physical representations. This would allow programs written in a variety of languages
on a variety of machines to communicate with each other, while still maintaining the efficiency
required for Internal manipulation.

To date, the realizations of this model have largely dealt with short-lived data, such as compiler
Interphase communication, representations of separately compiled module specifications, and
similar applications. However, the descriptions of the data were encoded in the programs. In a
database environment, the data description must live with the data.

In the Tartan IDL environment, there was long-lived data (such as the module Interface or
separate compilation files produced by the compilers) but the data descriptions lived in the
producers and consumers, not in the files. This meant that any repacking of the information
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invalidated aN of the existing interface files, because the formats were usually incompatible. Even
the use 0 the proposed (but never implemented) cached allocation was not a sufficient solution,
since the high-performance binary reader/writer modules would have to detect nodes stored in
the files with one size but which had been extended to a new size.

To adequately use IDL in a database environment, the full IDL description of the data (often
referred to in IDL documents as "the IDL symbol table", [4]) must be part of the information
transmitted when a connection to an IDL information structure is "opened".

It is worth noting that the use of IDL to describe and interface to a database (in the sense of a
hierarchical, network, or relational database) rather than the classical memory-resident data
model usually used for IDL appears to be an issue of implementation engineering; the basic IDL
specification mechanism appears to be quite suitable for expressing an interesting collection of
database specifications. Several of us Involved in IDL consider the use of an IDL model for
databases, and comparison to existing data definition specifications [11, to be an interesting and
promising area of research.

Another aspect of database system integration deals with separate IDL instances which must
have cross-links. For example, consider the case where IDL is used by a compiler to represent
interface specifications. There may be two modules of the following form:

module A
use B;

var bvar: SType; -- type BType is defined in module 9
end A;

module B
type RType is ...

end R;

The implementation strategy chosen (not necessarily the optimum one, but one which illustrates
this example well) is to separately compile module B and then module A, but not include any of
the content of the module B interface file in module A's interface file. Thus the Interface file for
module A contains, in some form, a reference to information in module B's interface file (Figure
6).

After having participated in two efforts to implement this type of system, I have become convinced
that the problem is exactly that of doing a classical relational "join" operation. This model, having
a sound theoretical underpinning and suitable mathematical description, has clarified my under-
standing of the problem and promoted it from the domain of an "implementation hack" to some-
thing which can be reasoned about and communicated much more readily.

Consider a relational tableau presentation: t might show how the variable becomes associated
with Its type definition by a simplistic picture of the form shown in Figure 7.

This is obviously a great simplification; the actual tableux used would be far more complex: for
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module A Interface spec module B Interface spec

Figure 6: Referene between mohjes

module A Interface spec module B Interface spec

name value name value
0@O 00 0,O *0 0

bvar BType 0 0 0____ 0 a

coooceBType definition

09join"

name value

bvar BTye def inition

Figure 7: SkistiC relat0ioa tableu

exarnple. encroeati mul IJIe kraeSpeclcaion fleS and Mnulfl"l associations (such as

mlgt be kikiCed by overloaded tunCtion nameS). Several other berttl with the rewaiOnal MOdel

have been takien to alnrhfy the preeratlofi here; a much mWo Oof~4x forma10 nme is actally

recplred to popert expes this a relational operatins. In addition, the coflex data stRIucres

used int Oo"alr do not lend themselveS easil to the tableau repreertatofi cofmon int rela-
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tional models; but the semantic problems are quite similar. By thinking of the problem in terms of
"surrogate keys" [5] a model closer to the non-database world of "pointers" can be created. I now
believe no extensions to the IDL language are required to support this mechanism; rather, a
higher-level IDL-based "applications" tool would provide the necessary functionality, providing the
mechanisms and support code by which such complex interfaces can be crafted by clever code
rather than clever coders.

Another relationship to database work is in the use of various normalization methods. Normaliza-
tion is a class of operations on database structure which have the property of reducing what are
called "update anomalies" by guaranteeing that each object of interest has but a single definition
point. Normalization tends to run counter to the need for redundancy for performance reasons; in
fact, a nontrivial amount of database engineering seems (to an outsider such as myself) to center
around how to achieve both a normalized database and one which performs adequately. This is
complicated by the fact that the higher-order normal forms have no algorithms by which they may
be achieved given a completely arbitrary database structure as a start.

Consider the case of how to distribute information in a tree or graph structure. Classically, im-
plementors have expended a tremendous amount of design effort saying things like "the cost of
recomputing this value is quite high, so I'll stuff a local copy of it here in this node..." and "these
two pieces of data are the same, so I'll create one instance and share it by creating a new node
type and a pointer from the other places...". Many of these problems have already been ad-
dressed in the database world. In particular, new work on distributed databases has to deal with
the high cost of not caching certain computations on the local machine. Classical normalization
deals with sharing common data and preventing update anomalies. Tremendous amounts of
effort go into debugging problems in compilers and other classical system structures caused by
update anomalies, errors in sharing, failures to share, dangling pointers, etc. and these appear to
me to be the result of the same ad hoc engineering decisions that plagued the database world
prior to the introduction of automatic and semi-automatic design aids and sound theoretical bases
for describing data.

Many of the design tradeoffs made in classical data structure engineering (such as replication of
data, additional pointers, etc.) deal with performance issues, and knowledge of the semantic
domain which indicates which Information is likely to or will remain constant. In the database
world, it appears that everything can change, and because of the long-lived data, almost certainly
will change given enough time. In system structures, the data at some point In the processing is
frequently read-only (and in linear systems such as compilers Is never modified once it has been
created). Thus current techniques are not directly applicable. Nonetheless, some automated
help on the design of data structures is certainly desirable. Having such automated tools work on
IDL-level descriptions which are both language- and machine-independent strikes me as more
valuable than tools which would work on Ada, Pascal, C, or other language-specific represen-
tations. Since the lower-level language specific representations can be derived from the IDL
specifications, there is a significant gain in applicability by using the IDL level model.

The result Is that by having high-level specifications of the data, and in particular by the use of
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specifications that allow an automated system to deduce usage (e.g., write-once vs. read/write, or
read-only after a certain point in the lifetime) extensions of many of the normalization techniques
used in the database domain will find applicability to IDL definitions. Some of the tasks currently
performed by those writing IDL definition files, such as creation of classes (especially non-
hierarchical classes), creation of views, and the choice of how attributes are assigned to various
nodes and classes may well become automated. In addition, because of the richer information
on lifetimes new kinds of "normalization" not applicable In the general database domain may
become apparent. This is an interesting area for future research.

10 Object Based Systems

One issue raised at an SEI workshop session on future technology was the issue of active
databases and object-based systems. As the balance shifts from long-lived programs and short-
lived data to long-lived data and short-lived programs, problems such as semantic consistency
are creeping in. If the database is extended to support program X, and program Y (which has
been around for years) does not understand how to maintain the invariants required by program
X, then any use of program Y on the database may destroy its integrity as far as program X's
view. This is the classical "editing through views" problem [9).

The core of this problem is that the semantics are embodied not in the data but in the programs
which manipulate it. Active databases, particularly those based on the object-based paradigm,
appear to be a way of achieving the necessary consistency.

IDL includes an "assertion language" in which invariants about the data structure may be written.
Using a transaction-based model for updating a database, such that the invarants are expected
to hold after the completion of each transaction, it should be possible to validate the integrity of an
IDL database after each transaction. Using specification systems such as attribute grammars
based on IDL [16], it should be possible to create databases which maintain their consistency.
These appear to be Interesting areas for research.

11 Non-traditional Data Presentation

The use of graphical input languages has increased dramatically in the last few years. However,
most of these languages deal with the high-level design aspects. Some create COBOL or PL/1
data definitions for the database design. However, in most of these systems there is no inverse
operation; given an instance of a data object there is no way to graphically display the data during
debugging. In most cases, graphic display of the data is based on sets of data objects and is
restricted to pie charts, histograms, and other "business graphics". The simplifying assumption of
"no pointers" also makes the display In some of these systems rather simple compared to what is
needed to support an IDL based system.

While some of what is presented here seems obvious, in fact very few systems actually provide
the necessary support for complex information output. Grdphical output, discussed later in this
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section, is an old desideratum, but very few systems in everyday production use for systems
programmers actually provide it (whereas in the database world it is becoming commonplace).
Our experience at CMU and Tartan with a variety of graphical output systems resulted in the
incorporation of several specialized graphical output systems as an integral component of the
Tartan development environment, and which are in daily use by many users. Even the simple
text forms for complex structures are beyond what most debuggers provide today, particularly if
more than one level of structure is to be displayed.

A substantial piece of power and flexibility in the CMU LG system and the Tartan IDL implemen-
tation came from the fact that the a complete run-time symbol table was available during develop-
ment. With a debugger interface this allowed the developers to display the internal data struc-
tures in the IDL external form.

A matter of considerable debate arose during the LG and IDL efforts. This dealt with the "human
factors" issues of how information is presented to the user. The LG system would display its data
in a "flat" form; for example, a simple addition tree for "17+22" might be displayed as

1 : binary
(op +)
(left 2:)
(right 3:)

2 : const
(value 17)

3: const
(value 22)

However, for deeply nested structures the flat form made understanding of the actual structure
very difficult, since the distance on the listing between nodes was often based on an NLR
treewalk 8 . We spent a lot of time either rearranging the output with a text editor for easier
examination or drawing lines on listings.

It was obvious from this experience that the "right" representation was a nested tree represen-
tation. Consequently, when IDL was implemented, a nested form was used:

L1103: binary [op plus; left
L1747: const [value 17];
right
L406: const [value 22]]

This turns out to be at least as bad to read; the labels are completely arbitrary values (they
happened to be the machine addresses of the nodes, because that was convenient when debug-
ging, but many other naming conventions could have been used). Since there is generally no
look-ahead, a label must be displayed because it might be referenced (in the above example,
11747 and L406 are not referenced). When references did appear (as In a dag or cyclic graph),

1Nods, Left subvw, Right subtrs. Notation due to W.A. WAf.
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locating the referenced node in a listing was nearly impossible. A slight improvement was made
on the debug output by numbering the lines of the output and encoding the line number in a label,
e.g., "L1747_201" meant that the referenced label was defined on line 201. Also, it turns out
that people cannot read indentation well. Putting "ruler marks" on the listing helped some; an
example of such output (with a reference to a label given) is shown below.

2001 ....I.... I.... L1103: binary (op plus; left
2011 1 1 1 L1747: const [value 17];
2021 1 1 1 right
2031 1 1 1 L406: const [value 22]]

15071 1 1 1 IL2347: unary [op unaryminus;
15081 1 1 1 I operand L1747_201 ^]

In spite of this, we ended up drawing a lot of lines on listings.

Some of the applications actually had built-in data structure printers which worked in a domain-
specific fashion. The code generator components had tree-printer utilities that displayed the
internal tree structure as a tree structure on the screen (but not on a listing), in a form much like

this:

L1103: plus
/\_

L1747: 17 L406: 22

The attribute-grammar system we built had an internal unparser so that internal structure could
be immediately related to the source; in addition various internal structures, such as symbol
tables, could be "unparsed" into a meaningful display. Important properties of both of these
systems included depth-limited cutoff so only the relevant material was displayed.

Both of these systems were considered indispensable by their users.

What has become obvious to me is that many people, myself included, tend to think of data
structures graphically, reduce the thoughts to strings of ASCII text, convert from that to a
representation of bits, and at best we get back strings of ASCII text (unless we are so unfortunate
as to be able to get back only the bits!); only in rare cases do we get anything approximating the
model in which we first thought of the problem.

A project I hope to pursue, but which I also hope others will investigate, is the use of graphical
input specifications for complex data structures which do not necessarily have a natural represen-

tation as relational tableaux. For my own goals, I hope to someday produce another highly
integrated environment in which the normal form for data structure display on input or during

debugging is graphical. Equally important, this should not be a passive output form but one with
which the user may interact. A significant effort on the use of graphical output form has already
produced a working system in the North Carolina SoftLab project [21].
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12 Conclusion

This paper has presented, rather briefly, some experiences with IDL. These experiences suggest
some possible future directions for IDL-based tooling and the IDL language itself. These include,
as possible research, development, and/or engineering ideas:

" Design of target languages supporting the IDL type model,

* Providing support for separate compilation of IDL specifications for use as com-
ponents in a system,

" Providing support for ameliorating some of the problems of large system construc-
tion, particularly those following from the use of IDL or other high-level descriptive
languages,

* Providing graphical data presentation for both specification and debugging,

* Designing automated design support tools for the construction of complex IDL defini-
tions.

* Designing support for persistent data objects ("database" support), or support for
object-based models using IDL specifications.

* Using and adapting techniques from the database world to allow for more correct
and robust data design without compromising the performance of a system.
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